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BIO 

 

“I always wanted to be the little girl that made rap records,” announces Isabella Summers –and 

yet elfin-like, Isa doesn’t look like your average hip-hop producer. Nor does she look like the 

kind of girl who directed horror films, bought her first MPC off the back of a lorry or co-wrote 

some of the biggest tracks of the last three years. But she’s done all of those things and this is 

just the beginning... 

 

In 2006, she worked on remixes for some of the indie bands that were hanging around her 

studios in Crystal Palace, London. Hanging around was amongst others, a girl called Florence. 

Fast-forward a few years, and Isabella has six co-writes on the critically acclaimed Florence + 

the Machine album ‘Lungs’ and three co-writes on the album ‘Ceremonials’. 

 

When she’s not on tour playing keys with FATM, Isabella is in the studio writing, producing and 

remixing tracks for an array of talented artists 

 

Isabella has recently added film and television scoring to her resume and is currently co-scoring 

Hulu’s ‘Little Fires Everywhere’ with Mark Isham. She also created the title them for Sky 

Atlantic’s ‘Riviera’ and is co-scoring Amazon’s upcoming series ‘Panic.’ 

 

TELEVISION 

 

PANIC (Series) 

Amazon Prime 

*Co-Score with Brian Kim 

Adam Schroeder, Joe Roth, Jeff 

Kirschenbaum, Leigh Janiak, Lauren 

Oliver, Elle Triedman, exec prods.  

 

SEX/LIFE (Series) 

Netflix 

Stacy Rukeyser, Jessika Borsinczky, 

Jordan Hawley, exec prods 

 

PARADISE CITY (Series) 

 

Lorenzo Antonucci, Ash Avildsen, Jeffrey 

Ronald Cohen, Anthony Mastromauro, 

exec prods. 

 

LITTLE FIRES EVERYWHERE 

(Series) 

Hulu / ABC 

Lauren Levy Neustadter, Celeste Ng, Pilar 

Savone, Lynn Shelton, Liz Tegelaar, Kerry 

Washington, Reese Witherspoon, exec 

prods. 

Lynn Shelton, dir. 

 

RIVIERA (Series) 

Archery Pictures / Sony Pictures Home 

Entertainment 

*Main Title 

Kris Thykier, Liza Marshall, Paul 

McGuinness, Cameron Roach, Neil Jordan, 

Kara Manley, Liz Lewin, Nora Melhli, 

exec prods. 

 

 


